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The third is contained in J. Rima (ed.), The Joan Robinson Legacy (New York: M.E. Sharpe, 1991) and benefited from the inspection of the catalogue of Joan Robinson papers prepared by the then King's College Modern Archivist, Mr M. Hall.

The fourth is published as an Appendix to Joan Robinson, Occupazione, distribuzione e crescita, ed. M.C. Marcuzzo (Bologna: Il Mulino, 1991) and benefited from the inspection of the R.F. Kahn papers, with the help of the former King's College Modern Archivist, Ms J. Cox.
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In the present version some inaccuracies and misprints of previous versions have been corrected.

Notation

Each publication listed in this bibliography has been assigned a number in brackets at the beginning of each entry that corresponds to the chronological order of publication. Where there is more than one edition of the same text, subsequent editions are noted in parentheses at the end of the listing for the first edition. Modifications that appear in later editions are noted separately under the year in which such changes were introduced. Essays that appear in different collections are listed by the number assigned to them for their first appearance in this bibliography. Account has not been taken of all the anthologies, essay collections and the like in which a particular article may have been republished, except for any edited by Joan Robinson herself. This suits the purpose of the present work, which is to date Joan Robinson's works and establish their order and sequence, rather than to provide a complete inventory of where her various writings may be found. If an article or essay appears in one or more of Robinson's own collections, the corresponding abbreviation appears in brackets and the year of the article's first publication appears in parentheses. Variations in titles among different sources, indications regarding modifications and other explanatory details are given in the notes.
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